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There is no purpose in trying to start any enterprise before you have a clear 
inventory of your current resources. It is THE starting point. Know what you have –
then know what you need – then start planning how you will get from A to B.
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Start with yourself (and your family or potential partners, if appropriate).  What are 
your interests?  What are your goals for the farm – in terms of economic returns,  
environmental protection and quality of life?  

We addressed this in the section on whole farm planning – now we are putting it all 
together to detail what the current human resources could be applied to the farm.

What are the skills for labor, management, marketing or any other aspect of the 
business that you and each member of your family or partnership can contribute to 
make things happen?
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Again – you have to keep your mind on the goal for your farm.  But a look at your 
current financial capital and potential for loans, borrowing, working and saving 
needs to be evaluated.   Many things can be improvised for start-up and improved 
over time as money is returned to the business.
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Inventory details of your land ( slope, aspect and current vegetation), the climate 
(and microclimate influences), as well as water sources, volume and seasonal 
variations.

For Idaho, a great reference for some of the Climate Data is including in: Specialty 
Farming in Idaho: Selecting a Site available on-line at: 

http://info.ag.uidho.edu/pdf/EXT/EXT0744.pdf

http://info.ag.uidaho.edu/pdf/EXT/EXT0744.pdf
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Have your soil tested if not done previously

Soil type (s)?

Organic matter content?

pH? What does that refer to?

What do these characteristics of your soil mean in terms of plant growth? More on 
that in lesson on Ecological Soils Management

Be thinking of ways to improve soil as you learn different practices in class

Vegetation currently on your land –

Forested areas – acreage, timber condition and potential, other 
uses to contribute?

Identify weed problem areas

Wildlife nesting areas
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•Do you have water rights?

•What are your obligations and rights?

•What do you do if this is in question?

•Wells – do you have a limitations on amount and type of usage?

•Domestic use wells generally have a daily limit and exclude agricultural or 
livestock uses – does yours?

•What is the annual limit on usage?

•Do you have surface water (streams, creeks, ponds) on your property?  

•Do you have the use of some or any of this surface water?

•Do you have wetlands?

•Are you required to maintain a buffer zone around the water on your property?
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Growing Season – get average first and last frost dates from existing county data.   
Start recording your own data specific to your location.

Minimum winter temperatures and precipitation  – also available as averages –
hardiness zones maps and county data.  

Start to record patterns of first frost on property maps – to better understand 
microclimates within your property.

Take note of prevailing winds and assess what you might do for wind barriers, if 
needed.

Sun – Start recording seasonal sun patterns (length of sun per day) in different areas 
of your property.
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What do you currently have for buildings? Are they currently being underutilized?

Buildings – details of condition and potential uses

Fencing – type and use, age and condition 

Equipment  - tractors and tools, but also irrigation and mechanical devices

Well location

Assess materials on hand for building.

Consider sources of used supplies and equipment
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Every property owner should have a map – preferably one that is traced from the 
original so that you can use it specifically for your farm plan map 
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This map is an aerial view of part of a watershed.  This is used with the next three 
slides for the physical inventory.  The red line is part of the border of a large 
watershed.  The white and blue boundaries represent the smaller nested or 
subwatersheds.  The yellow marking is the outline of a small acreage property that 
will be used as a demonstration during inventorying and mapping.

Where to find these maps?
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Close up of marked farm from previous slides
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This is a resource inventory map of the acreage highlighted in the previous slide. 

Using this as a sample map and blank site map provided, sketch out your property and 
label the current use areas. If  desired include uses of neighboring properties that border 
yours.  

Be sure to include:

•· Property Lines
•· Fences (and type)
• Weedy areas
•· Wells 
•· Septic systems
•· Water lines
•· Pastures/corrals 
•· Buildings
•· Areas with trees/vegetation
•· Streams and wetlands
•· Easements –i.e.: power, cable, sewer lines
•· Required buffer zones.

This is a record of the current situation of your property.  These maps will be updated and 
changed as your plans develop.  

Obtaining legal descriptions allows the instructor to gather maps and photos of 
participants’ properties so that participants can use these as reference for the class in 
activities such as drawing their property and identifying their soils.
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Things to include on your map drawing.  As you have seen from the previous 
examples, it does not have to be elaborate or drafted in ink.  It is just a way for you 
to step back and get the “big picture” of what you actual have.
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When planning consider state and local laws or restrictions. These will be discussed 
in the following visuals.  You may need to add other examples as appropriate for 
your local conditions.  
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State/Local (County or City) regulations work in coordination with federal laws.

•Streams or Creeks – Landowners may need permits when working in/or adjacent to 
riparian areas.  The names of permits and issuing authority will vary by state.  
Regulations are often more stringent for perennial streams than for intermittent 
streams, which may not have water all the time.

•Health regulations to consider include:

•Wells

•Septic

•Hired labor

•Processing

•Weed law (the photograph is of Canada thistle, legally defined as “Noxious” in 
most western states)

•Regulations governing the use of chemical fertilizers and pesticides – “Right to 
Farm” laws, etc.
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Zoning laws for city and county may:

•Limit or establish the uses for your land 

•Limit or establish the number and type of animals you can have

•Limit or establish a  ratio of building to land 

•Limit or establish Setbacks and/or Easements within your zone

- Setbacks set construction guidelines - How far back from the property line 
does construction have to occur?

-Easements- according to the Webster’s Twentieth Century Unabridged 
Dictionary, an easement is “any privilege or right which one man has in the 
land of another without remuneration or profit, as a right of way, access to 
water, air, etc.” 

- There are many different types of Easements:

Phone, cable, electric lines

Sewer, water

Drainage

Access – Pedestrian or Equestrian 

Frontage easements – for access, sidewalks, street 
widening, etc.
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When looking at the resources available to you – before you even decide what your 
enterprise might be – you should be looking at what your available labor pool might 
be.

Who will do the work? 

How will labor be divided among family?  

If labor requirements are high – do you have a local labor 
pool? Who do you contact?

By products – what else do you have available on your farm that could be a resource 
for your operation?  

What might they be? 

Can you use them? 

How will you dispose of unused by-products?
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You will also need to do a preliminary inventory of potential market sites and 
locations.  The demographics of your area (number of potential customers) and 
location of processing or marketing sites that are currently options for you should be 
considered.  Include as many potential operations as you can – even if the distance 
is farther than you would normally consider.  For example, anyone in the Inland 
Empire region of Washington and Idaho would want to include the Woods Meats 
livestock processing facilities in Sandpoint, Idaho.

Demographics of area:
Large cities – distance and size

Small cities in surrounding area

Location of market outlets
Potential retail sites, wholesale buyers, restaurants, Farmers’ Markets

Availability of processing:

Butchering, processing, packing facilities
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What state or federal agencies, universities, organizations, farmer groups, etc. are in 
your area to tap into?

How can you get information? Personal visits, newsletters, workshops, electronic 
list servers.

Some possible organizations to consider:

Extension and Universities

State Dept. of Agriculture

NRCS

Soil and Water Conservation Districts

Small Business Development Centers

Banks

Non- profit groups
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Developing your farm plan means taking a realistic critical assessment of your 
current resources.  This can help you decide on enterprises that fit your resources or 
help you consider what you will need for the enterprise you have in mind.  It may 
help you see that your current operation is not using your resources efficiently.

Assess your “whole farm” resources. Using that information move forward to plan 
your enterprises accordingly.
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